
PersonalSpace ☉ Authentic Beauty ☉ Radiance

Your «Crystalline HeartSpace» is calling you to thrive into Lemurian Remembrance & Beyond!

Through your «Crystalline HeartSpace» and its relating knowledge, you are being brought in touch with your
deepest, authentic beauty and RadiantStrength. It serves us as a bridge to grow from the current reality, through
the ‘Golden Age’ into lemurian living and beyond.

When we gather in the circles to learn about its wisdom, White Feather channels the «Crystalline HeartSpace» for
each participant, to then dive into the depth of its multi-layered, personal messages. You learn what relevance
and impact it has for your understanding of your true «i AM» and how it can work in interplay with your
environment.

As a gift, White Feather may fade out the day with a «SoulFreeingSound», which is dedicated to the «Crystalline
HeartSpaces» gathered.

We look forward being with you!

Crystalline HeartSpace

CallOfRemembrance.com Free your Soul!



SpaceOpener Corina White Feather ⨀

Place in your protected room at home attending the live online-circles
Dates to be announced, please apply to be on our waitinglist.
Time 3x 2h over 3 weeks, exact times will be found with the participants

Our offering hours full of magic, soaked in new lemurian knowledge. Your RadiantStrength and your
motivation, to CoCreate in Remembrance to lemurian living will be fundamentally
strengthened. You will receive instruments that will powerfully and lovingly support you in
your transformational process. You will learn, how your «Crystalline HeartSpace» looks
like, what it specifically means for you, what it gives you and how you can work with it, also
in interaction with your environment.

Your offering USD/CHF 242.- (repeating attendance USD/CHF 142.-)
Those who are able to gift extra donations assist the Ones who thankfully accept the
nourishing present of support.

Bring along calm space around you, your personal RitualTools, personal Crystal(s) if available,
Water (informed with Remembrance and hot/warm is recommendable), your open Heart

Apply My.Call@CallOfRemembrance.com
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